PTFF-85 – “Special Feature - The DC-3”

Military version C-47

The Douglas DC-3, which made air travel popular and airline profits possible, is universally
recognized as the greatest airplane of its time. Design work began in 1934 at the insistence
of C.R. Smith, President of American Airlines. Smith wanted two new planes -- a longer DC2 that would carry more day passengers and another with railroad-type sleeping berths, to
carry overnight passengers.

The first DC-3 built was the Douglas Skysleeper Transport, and it was the height of luxury.
Fourteen plush seats in four main compartments could be folded in pairs to form seven
berths, while seven more folded down from the cabin ceiling. The plane could accommodate
14 overnight passengers or 28 for shorter daytime flights. The first was delivered to
American Airlines in June 1936, followed two months later by the first standard 21passenger DC-3.
In November 1936, United Airlines, which had been a subsidiary of Boeing until 1934,
became the second DC-3 customer. The DC-3 was not only comfortable and reliable, it also
made air transportation profitable. American's C.R. Smith said the DC-3 was the first
airplane that could make money just by hauling passengers, without relying on government
subsidies. As a result, by 1939, more than 90 percent of the nation's airline passengers
were flying on DC-2s and DC-3s.
In addition to the 455 DC-3 commercial transports built for the airlines, 10,174 were
produced as C-47 military transports during World War II. For both airline and military use,
the DC-3 proved to be tough, flexible, and easy to operate and maintain. Its exploits during
the war became the stuff of legend. Today, more than six decades after the last one was
delivered, hundreds of DC-3s are still flying and still earning their keep by carrying
passengers or cargo.
DC-3’s remain in commercial service. Representative flights, for a PT Mission, are shown
below:
Flight Schedule:
1. Aeroejecuvitos
Simon Bolivar Intl-Maiquetia (SVMI) to Higuerote (SVHG). Return to SVMI - 106nm.
2. Aerovilla-Columbia
Gomez Nini Apiay (SKAP) to Buenaventura (SKBU) - 205nm.
3. Air Atlantique
Coventry (EGBE) to Leipzig-Halle (EDDP) - 511nm.
4. Catalina Flying Boats Inc.
Long Beach (KLGB) to Catalina Is (KAVX). Return to Long Beach - 56nm.
NOTAMS:
Total mission distance 879nm.
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